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WISeKey last week, on occasion of the India Economic Summit,
announced a partnership with Indian Potash Limited (IPL), to create a
cybersecurity IoT ecosystem based on the WISeKey Root of Trust and
Semiconductors IoT technology. The cooperation between the two
companies will enable IPL’s end-user base of 140 million farmers
(WISeFarmer) to be a part of the ‘Digital India’ initiative launched by the
government of India and use various advantages of the Internet of
Things (IoT) through the WISeKey platform that WISeKey is localizing in
India. Management expects this deal to enable over 200 companies part
of IPL distribution channels to be securely connected into a trusted
cybersecurity platform, thereby creating an inclusive ecosystem for
farmers. With the recently acquired French semiconductor company
VaultIC, WISeKey will be in the position to provide the required
encrypted chips for the 140 million farmers via a personalized NFC
smartcard synchronizing to a mobile app and as well as IPS’ fertilizer
bags, which will have a substantial impact on WISeKey sales in FY 2017.
We understand from management that the projection is to certify over
400 million bags with this technology. Ramp-up of production at the
current chip facility in France should not be a problem as the VaultIC in
the past produced over 1 million chips a day for Blackberry and thus has
enough capacities to ramp-up to this size.
The farmers and distributors using this technology would be able to
authenticate themselves through a trusted web platform exchange
between IPL, farmer’s communities, government entities and private
enterprise members of this ecosystem. This would be done by providing
each WISeFarmer with a digital identity stored on the cryptographic
smart card that, once connected to their mobile phone, will give them
access to secure services provided by IPL, adding digital certificates on
their chips at the hardware level to encrypt the communication and
authenticate the devices. The project will also allow farmers to access to
financial services and conduct secure transactions with their mobiles.
Digital certificates embedded in the chips will authenticate all products
provided by IPL and will also enable IPL to track, especially, fertilizer
bags from the factory/port to farmers. This would, therefore, benefit the
government to directly transfer the benefits of subsidies to farmers.
IPL is India’s largest potash firm with FY2015 (March ended) revenues
of USD2.3bn. The company is owned mainly by cooperatives and has a
banking relationship with some of the major banks operating in India.

Intention to create a partnership with Bajaj Electricals
WISeKey also announced its intention to enter into a partnership with
Bajaj Electricals Limited (BEL), one of India’s leading consumer durable
and lighting companies. In the first phase, WISeLight, an IoT trusted
platform will be developed to connect approximately 100 million
consumer & industrial products to a secure cloud. WISeKey will create
approximately 100 million digital identities of the stock keeping units
(SKUs). WISeLight will enable each Bajaj electrical appliance to be
hardened by a digitally certified eco-system for the connected objects.
WISeKey also asserted that WISeLight would make possible the delivery
of lighting solutions using IoT wherein sensors and embedded
microchips will detect and interact with the environment in real-time,
leading to 80% savings in energy consumption. We believe such
innovations and their implementation by major players in India’s
electrical industry should bode well for demand, given India’s huge
energy demand-supply gap.
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Conclusion
We believe that these novel partnerships will lay the foundation for
implementation of WISeKey technology to other sectors such as telecom,
manufacturing and retail including e-commerce. WISeKey will benefit due
to the fact that the Indian Internet of Things (IoT) market is set to grow
to USD15 billion by 2020 from the current USD5.6 billion, according to a
report by Nasscom released on Wednesday in Bengaluru. The IoT sector
is set to get a major boost from industrial IoT, which currently accounts
for 60% for the total market and includes integration of physical
machinery with networked sensors and using the data for faster and more
efficient operations.
We also think that such partnerships will boost the company’s efforts in
expanding through similar deals in other countries and clearly shows the
benefits of WISeKey’s neutral cryptographic rootkey domiciled outside the
US.

Valuation
While we see tremendous potential in the announced cooperations,
adding to sales and profitability (we understand from management that
WISeKey International Holding holds a 51% majority in the JV to be set
up, thus revenues will be consolidated and sales and profits should fully
go into the P&L), we are leaving our estimates unchanged for now.
Firstly, we do not expect any major impact of the IPL and BEL deals in
2016 while the projects get established; secondly, final details are still to
be provided on how exactly the WISeFarmer and WISeLight deals will be
monetized. Thus, we await more tangibles on the cooperations before
adjusting our estimates. Our current approach values the company at
CHF14.8 per share, with upside potential once we have more visibility on
the execution of the Indian joint ventures. Moreover, successful
implementation of the deals should enable WISeKey to generate crossselling opportunities, given its ongoing geographic expansion in countries
such as India and possibly other regions.

Exhibit 1: WISeKey – Comparison with Industry peers

Source: Bloomberg and Research Dynamics
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Using discounted cash flow (DCF) methodology, the intrinsic price of the
group comes to CHF14.8 per share. Our weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) of 13.6% is based on a cost of equity of 13.6% and cost of debt
as nil since the company does not have any debt in its balance sheet. Our
inputs for cost of equity include beta of 1.20 (time span: last five years),
current 10 year government bond yield of 2.6% and long term average
return of 5.8% generated by the Swiss Market Index. Our assumptions
are based on the aggressive growth plans as targeted by management;
we have explicitly forecasted cash flows till FY2021E and thereafter
assumed a terminal growth rate of 2.5%.

Exhibit 2: Sensitivity of WACC and Terminal Growth

Source: Research Dynamics
Exhibit 3: Sensitivity of WACC and Implied Multiple

Source: Research Dynamics
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DETAILED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Income Statement

Source: Company reports, Research Dynamics
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Balance Sheet
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DISCLAIMER
WISeKey International Holding AG (“WIHN”) is a client of Research Dynamics. The equity research report(s) are prepared for informational
purposes only and are paid for by the company portrayed in the report. Research Dynamics is a division of Dynamics Group AG. Dynamics
Group is an independent consultancy firm focused on strategic advisory, communication management and research and analysis.
This report (henceforth known as “document”) has been drafted by the authors concerned as a non-binding opinion on the market situation and
on the instruments of investment in question and compiled by Dynamics Group in order to provide background information about the
companies. It is intended exclusively for the purpose of information.
Dynamics Group has not individually verified the information and data on which this document is based. All information and data in this
document originate from generally available sources which the author concerned or Dynamics Group viewed as reliable at the time of drafting
this document. However, no liability can be assumed for their correctness, accuracy, completeness and appropriateness – neither expressly nor
tacitly. The contents of this document do not represent an assurance or guarantee by the authors concerned or Dynamics Group. Forwardlooking information or statements in this document contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of
amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual
results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations
Dynamics Group shall not be liable for any consequential damage to properties – on whatever legal grounds it may be. Liability of Dynamics
Group on account of premeditation or gross negligence shall remain unaffected by this.
Dynamics Group has no permission to provide assurances or assume guarantees on behalf of the companies or a third party mentioned in this
document. Neither the companies mentioned in this document nor any other individual assumes liability for any loss, damage or detriment that
may result from the use of this document, especially when taking decisions on investments, or from other reasons. Dynamics Group cannot be
held responsible for detrimental consequences that occur or may occur due to the use or its omission based on the views and inferences
contained in this document. Past performance trends of value, price or rates do not provide any indications to the future trends for an
investment. Dynamics Group does not provide any guarantees for the suggested yield or the achievement of referred targets.
This document does neither represent an offer of purchase, holding or sale of any securities, money market instruments or of derivatives, nor
does it contain the basis for a contract or a commitment of any kind. Every investment, for example, in debentures, shares and options, is
associated with enormous risks. A decision on investment with regard to any security may not be based on this document. This document is
neither an advice on investment, nor a recommendation or invitation for purchasing, holding or selling any securities, money market
instruments or derivatives.
Dynamics Group does not conduct any investment business and, accordingly, does not itself hold any positions in the securities mentioned in
this document. However, the respective directors, employees and contractors of Dynamics Group may hold positions in the described securities
and/or options, futures and other derivatives that are based on these securities.
This document has been provided to you for information only. It may not be reproduced or distributed to others or published in any other form
partially or fully.
The distribution of this document and the information contained therein may be restricted in other jurisdictions by law and persons who may
come into possession of this document must be aware of possible restrictions and adhere to the same. Failure to comply with such restrictions
may constitute an infringement of the laws in USA or Canada governing the securities or of the laws of any other jurisdiction.
This study is protected by the copyright laws. It may be used only for the purpose as defined in this disclaimer. Portions of the study, if quoted,
must be acknowledged by indicating the source. Any use other than this shall require prior written permission by Dynamics Group.
Reproduction, circulation, publication and provision of online access to the document shall be regarded as its use and the same shall require
permission. Circulation of this document, especially in a foreign country, may be permitted only under the provisions of the disclaimer and the
applicable regulations. Unauthorized use of the study or omission of details of the source or the acknowledgement of copyright may lead to
initiation of a civil suit for damages and be liable for prosecution.
If any part or individual formulations of this disclaimer are found to be unsustainable or become unsustainable at a future date, the rest of the
contents and their validity shall not be affected by it.
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